Experimental investigation on multi-cylinder SI engine fueled conventional gasoline, ethanol blends, and micro-emulsion as an alternative fuel
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ABSTRACT

In this contribution the two alternative fuels, firstly blended fuel of ethanol and gasoline (i.e. E15%+Gasoline 85%), and secondly, micro-emulsion (i.e. Gasoline 90%, E8% and H2O 2%) were compared with conventional 100% Gasoline fuel for checking the performance, combustion, and emission characteristics of 3-Cylinder SI engine experimentally. The blended fuel containing 15% ethanol with 85% gasoline and the micro-emulsion based fuel which contains H2O molecule in addition to simple blending were prepared in the lab, and both the fuels were tested experimentally on a 3-cylinder SI engine based test rig in order to find out which alternative fuel is more efficient in terms of performance and emission characteristics. The results depicted that although both the micro-emulsion based fuel and the blended fuel showed reduction in power as compared to conventional 100% Gasoline fuel, but the emissions were least for the micro-emulsion based fuel followed by the blended fuel. The CO, HC, and NOx emission decreased for both ethanol blended gasoline fuel and the micro-emulsion based fuel as compared to the 100% Gasoline. The injected water in the micro-emulsion fuel reduces the temperature inside the combustion chamber which is responsible for this decrease in NOx emission. For combustion analysis, pressure v/s the crank-angle showed slight decrease for the blended fuel (i.e. 15% ethanol with 85% Gasoline) and the micro-emulsion based fuel (i.e. Gasoline 90%, E8% and H2O 2%) as compared to the conventional 100% gasoline fuel. This can again be attributed to the fact that the micro-emulsion based fuel has a lower combustion chamber temperature compared to the conventional 100% Gasoline.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effect of water injection on the performance of an SI engine with hydrogen as a fuel has been studied by [1]. The problems related to emissions and effects of injected water into the engine cylinder to the air-fuel ratio and combustion were investigated. Experimental engine had one cylinder and four valves, and was manufactured by the Ford Motor Company. Research [1] concluded that water injection is a better technique for reducing NOx emissions. Basically, the injection of water into the spark ignition (SI) helps control the temperature and pressure of the combustion process. Therefore, this method is useful for controlling undesirable emissions. Improvement of the volumetric efficiency of the engine and its output power can also be achieved with the help of water injection technology. Water supply systems or steam systems have been used in gas turbine engines since the last century [2]. In fact, its use in an internal combustion engine running on conventional fossil petroleum fuels is rare. In addition, the water injection system is also seen as a cheaper and simpler solution for increasing the output power of the SI engine. Wu et al. [3] proposed a new concept that combines oxygen injection internal combustion engine cycle and water injection process to improve thermal efficiency. Water is passed through the engine coolant and exhaust system, heated and then injected into the cylinder. The heat waste stored in the exhaust gas has been recovered for work and the achievement is high in thermal efficiency. The calculated results showed that thermal efficiency reached 53% and 67% when the water injection temperature was 120°C and 200 degrees Celsius respectively. In addition, the indicated thermal efficiency has increased in similar test conditions by 32.1% to 41.5%, which has increased both engine load and water injection loads. For many years of water injection technology, self-breeding engine has also been used to control NOx emissions. Kohketsu et al. [4] focused on the effect of NOx and PM emission in traditional diesel engines by using stratified fuel-water sprays. using water injection in combination with EGR, Euro V emission levels could be achieved by heavy duty engines [5]. In addition, this system is also used to increase the working stability under higher compression ratios [6]. Boretti [7] used water injection in combination with turbo charging, with ethanol as a fuel to explore the possibility of reducing the tendency to detonate,
increasing the charge efficiency, and controlling the temperature of gases flowing to turbine. The possibility of the engine using higher compression ratios and boost pressures was also investigated by a study reported by Cesur et al. [8] and involved investigations on an original engine in combination with water injection under selected operating conditions. Together with water, steam was injected into the engine. The optimum steam ratio in comparison with the fuel mass was fixed at 20%, with the investigation focusing on the performance and emission parameters. The presence of water injected into the cylinder may improve atomization and mixing which leads to increase in the combustion efficiency and, in effect, higher engine output [9-10].

2. EFFECT OF WATER ON MICRO-EMULSION FUEL AND WORK DONE DURING COMPRESSION STROKE

As the injected water injected vaporizes it conducts the required latent heat from the combustible charge injected into the cylinder leading to a decrease in temperature and in-cylinder pressure. Furthermore, the decrease in the in-cylinder pressure at the end of the compression stroke is useful for improving the engine efficiency as a consequence of the decrease compression work. It is evident that the highest in cylinder pressure was achieved using pure gasoline while there was a decreasing in-cylinder pressure as the quantity of injected water was increased. When water is injected into the intake air flow towards the end of the compression stroke, it becomes heated due to the high temperature of the compressed air in the cylinder. The inert water vapor absorbs part of the heat released and, in effect, lowers the in-cylinder pressure instantaneously. The water addition at suitable times may be used to control in-cylinder pressure.

The vaporized water could lead to increase in pressure due to the phase change. In this situation, the pressure decreases linearly with the amount of injected water. A higher quantity of injected water into the cylinder will cause more heat absorption and pressure decrease as a result. The reduction in pressure is not only helpful for reducing the compression work, but also helps in reducing the suction gas losses resulting from blow-by past the piston rings, especially for engines with high compression ratios. However, the injected water into cylinder along with air fuel mixture can also be taken through piston rings more or less, which could have deteriorating effects on the oil lubrication properties. This problem needs to be considered in detail under different operating conditions via extensive engine testing. The greatest benefit of water injection is an increase in the knock resistance by the cooling of overheated hot spots in the combustion chamber, especially for engines with high compression ratios. Water injection is significant for increasing the conversion efficiency of changing heat energy to pressure within cylinder of an engine leading directly to a lower heat transfer to the cylinder walls.

On the whole, water injection is a very effective strategy for reducing NOx emissions, promoting complete combustion and for controlling combustion knock. However, the compatibility of prolonged usage of water in the cylinder has to be studied in detail as water vapor could lead to changes in the combustion process. Water vapours could also weaken the strength of the air fuel mixture, prolonging the combustion duration and ultimately affecting emission control. Modern engines use electronic control units (ECU) for controlling fuel and spark ignition timing. It is necessary for water injection to be controlled by the ECU. This way, ECU could adjust the spark ignition timing and the injected fuel mass once the water injection system is activated. By this means, a programming for water injection control should be an integral part of ECU design or used with other electronic module that is connected to the ECU. Wang et al. [11] experimentally performed a study to investigate the knock suppression and engine efficiency using a dual-fuel gasoline engine fuelled with alcohol-gasoline mixtures at high compression ratios. Storch et al. [12] examined the influences of ethanol-isooctane mixtures on combustion characteristics and soot formation of a SI engine. Huang et al. [13] conducted a study on ethanol direct injection plus gasoline port injection engine in both single and dual fuelled conditions using a turbulence model with detailed engine geometry.

Corsetti et al. [14] reported the results obtained from Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of ethanol-gasoline blends. Masum et al. [15] investigated the influences of different ethanol-gasoline mixtures on fuel properties, performance and emissions of a SI engine. Dogan et al. [16] examined the influences of ethanol-gasoline blends on the formation of exhaust emissions and performance characteristics of a SI engine based on the first and second laws of thermodynamics. It was reported that ethanol addition into the gasoline provided reduction in carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO₂) and nitrogen oxide (NOₓ) emissions but an increment in hydrocarbon (HC) emission was observed.

Phuang Wongtrakul et al. [17] maximized the BTE of a commercial SI engine by optimizing the ratio of ethanol in ethanol-gasoline blends. They reported that 50% ethanol can maximize the BTE with an engine speed of 2000–2500 rpm. Poran and Tartakovsky [18] discussed the concept of a direct injection ICE with thermo chemical recuperation realized through steam reforming of methanol. Li et al. [19] investigated the combustion characteristics and emission formations of a SI engine fuelled with methanol-ethanol-butanol-gasoline mixtures under various equivalence ratios, engine loads and alcohol ratios. It was seen that methanol-gasoline mixtures provide the lowest NOx formation, while ethanol-gasoline mixtures show the lowest HC emissions. Almeida et al. [20] examined the fuel consumption and pollutant emissions from a vehicle operating with gasoline-ethanol blend (E22), hydrous ethanol (E100) and hydrogen produced onboard.

In this investigation experiments were carried out on 3-cylinder SI engine based test rig in order to check its performance and emission characteristics using blends of E 15% + Gasoline 85%, micro-emulsion blends (Gasoline 90%, Ethanol 8% and H₂O 2%) and conventional 100% Gasoline fuel. The main objective of this research is to reduce the emission from 3-cylinder SI engine and to improve its performance. Moreover, water was added as an additive in micro-emulsion fuel which could potentially help to control the peak temperature during combustion. This reduction in peak temperature reduces the NOx emissions, and proves to be efficient alternative fuel. Other emissions like HC and CO also decreased using alternative fuel micro-emulsion. This reduction is due to in build oxygen atom in ethanol, and water molecule which has oxygen atom present in its molecular structure reduces the CO and HC emissions by complete combustion of fuel forms CO₂ and H₂O molecule.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP OF FOUR STROKE 3-CYLINDER SI ENGINE WITH HYDRAULIC DYNAMOMETER

Engine Analysis software is developed by TECH-ED for testing of performance analysis and combustion analysis of the given Engine Test Setup. Engine analysis soft is designed to install, uninstall and run on Windows 7 and above
➢ Interface to setup and user with menu and commands
➢ Configuring as per Engine Test Setup under use
➢ Test setup measurement and analysis
➢ Data acquisition and data logging
➢ Online performance and combustion data calculations
➢ Report and graph generation and printing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Test rig specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Make/Model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max.Power</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max.Torque</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Working Range</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bore</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroke Length</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compression Ratio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Displacement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Method of Ignition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orifice dia</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In fig. 1 there is the sample of micro-emulsion which was prepared in the IC Engine lab used as an alternative fuel in engine in order to check its performance and emission characteristics on 3-cylinder spark ignition engine based test rig. The composition used for the preparation of micro-emulsion fuel was Gasoline 90%, Ethanol 8%, and H₂O 2%. The final composition prepared was crystal clear transparent in colour, and thermodynamically stable. For the preparation of the micro-emulsion fuel magnetic stirrer was used for the blending of ethanol, gasoline, and H₂O. Burette stand was used for placing the burette in the desired position for dropping the H₂O Continuously in the beaker till it becomes crystal clear and transparent in colour which remains stable at wide operating temperatures.

3.1 Experiment performed on multi cylinder SI engine using micro-emulsion as an Alternative fuel

3.2 Description of the test rig

Figure 1. (a) Shows the preparation of micro-emulsions by using Gasoline, Ethanol, and H₂O as an additive in the fuel; (b) Shows the final prepared crystal clear thermodynamically stable micro-emulsion

Figure 2. (a) 3-cylinder SI engine based Test Rig; (b) Data Acquisition system attached to the PC and collecting the data through encoder
manometer, fuel measuring unit, digital indicators and transmitters for measuring various parameters. It is also provided with necessary sensors with transmitters for combustion pressure and crank-angle measurements. All these signals are interfaced to computer through signal conditioner and signal converter for computerization.

3.3 Experimental Results of Gasoline 100%, blended fuel (Gasoline 85% and Ethanol 15%), and micro emulsion based fuel (Gasoline 90%, Ethanol 8% and H2O 2%)

In Fig. 3 the variation of brake power vs load is given for the Conventional Gasoline, blended fuel, and micro emulsion based fuel in order to see which fuel is more efficient in terms of power output. As seen in Fig. 3 it is clearly defined that the power output is maximum for the conventional gasoline in the SI engine as compared to the other fuels. The most convincing reason for this effect is that gasoline has higher heating value as compared to the ethanol. The micro emulsion based fuel and the blended fuel, have the presence of ethanol and are showing almost the same power. There is a slight increase in the brake power for the micro emulsion based fuel as compared to the blended fuel. This can again be justified by the presence of larger amounts of ethanol (15%) in blended fuels as compared to ethanol present in microemulsion based fuel (8%) which reduces the overall heating value of the fuel and hence a lower brake power [21]. Although the 100% gasoline shows the maximum brake power at the highest loads (almost 50% higher than blended and micro emulsion based fuel), it is also observed that for lower loads the difference is not that pronounced and all the three fuels (i.e. gasoline, blended fuel and microemulsion based fuel) have almost similar brake powers which implies that both blended fuel and micro-emulsion based fuel can be used as an alternative fuel. In plot 4 the indicated power shows increase for conventional gasoline fuel as compared to other alternative fuels, used in blended form.

In plot 5 the graph shows the variation of Bsfc for 100% Gasoline and blended ethanol, and micro-emulsion composition under varying loads. From the plot almost all the fuels shows the decreasing trend of Bsfc with varying loads. Since at the start of the combustion the engine needs more fuel for combustion to initiate and the mixture becomes rich. As we go on increasing the load the Bsfc of the fuel decreases, because the mixture turns more towards the stichiometric to leaner side which results in decreasing the fuel consumption by engine and the efficiency of the engine increases [23]. The Bsfc reduction at higher loads proves to be economical for all the fuels, which helps in reducing the foreign exchange of crude oil and in general the fossil fuel reserves which are diminishing at an alarming rate. So engine needs to be operated at higher loads for reducing the consumption of fuel, and improving its thermal efficiency.
In plot 6 there is the relation between cylinder pressure and crank angle for 100% Conventional gasoline, gasoline 85%, ethanol 15%, and micro-emulsion composition of gasoline 90%, ethanol 8%, and H₂O 2% for checking cylinder pressure inside the combustion chamber. It can be seen that the highest pressure is obtained for conventional 100% gasoline as the fuel. Since Gasoline has highest calorific value so peak pressure obtained is highest for gasoline as the fuel as compared to other blended fuels. The addition of water into emulsion obviously as shown in figure 6 reduces peak cylinder pressure. Emulsion with 2% water made negative effects to cylinder pressure. That is because of heat absorption in cylinder by water. Furthermore with the increase of water concentration, burning rate is slightly lower [24]. Also the micro-emulsion fuel takes the enthalpy of vaporization of the fuel, because of H₂O content in the fuel which reduces the peak pressure of the engine slightly lower than conventional gasoline fuel.

In Figure 7 there is the relation between brake thermal efficiency and Load on the engine. This plot explains how thermal efficiency varies with increase in Load for all the fuels. In the Figure 7, it can be seen that the highest thermal efficiency is for conventional 100% gasoline, with increase in load thermal efficiency also increases. Micro-emulsion also shows increasing trend for the thermal efficiencies. And gasoline 85%, ethanol 15% also shows increasing trend but slightly lesser than other fuels. The possible reason for this decrease in thermal efficiency is that Conventional gasoline has more heating value as compared to ethanol. So Brake power increases for Conventional 100% gasoline which also increases the brake thermal efficiency of the engine [25]. Since micro-emulsion fuel contains more gasoline as a fuel compared to gasoline 85%, so heating value of micro-emulsion fuel increases more than simple blended fuel i.e. (gasoline 85% + ethanol 15%), which results in more power and increases the brake thermal efficiency of the engine.

In plot 8 there is the variation of volumetric efficiency with Load. It can be seen that the volumetric efficiency shows increasing trend for all the fuels, including micro-emulsion as an alternative fuel used in multi-cylinder SI engine. In the plot it can be easily seen that the volumetric efficiency increases with increase in load, and is slightly more for gasoline 85%, ethanol 15%. This is because of 15% ethanol blend in gasoline increases the latent heat of vaporization of fuel resulting in a cooler fuel-air mixture compared to 100% Gasoline [26]. Since volumetric efficiency is the breathing capacity of the engine by which it actually takes the charge inside the combustion chamber. The more the charge goes inside the engine the more it increases the volumetric efficiency of the engine. So volumetric efficiency plays an important role in increasing the power of the engine, the more charge the more power, and micro-emulsion fuel is also efficient fuel, because of more volumetric efficiency.

In Figure 7 there is the relation between brake thermal efficiency and Load on the engine. This plot explains how thermal efficiency varies with increase in Load for all the fuels. In the Figure 7, it can be seen that the highest thermal efficiency is for conventional 100% gasoline, with increase in load thermal efficiency also increases. Micro-emulsion also shows increasing trend for the thermal efficiencies. And gasoline 85%, ethanol 15% also shows increasing trend but slightly lesser than other fuels. The possible reason for this decrease in thermal efficiency is that Conventional gasoline has more heating value as compared to ethanol. So Brake power increases for Conventional 100% gasoline which also increases the brake thermal efficiency of the engine [25]. Since micro-emulsion fuel contains more gasoline as a fuel compared to gasoline 85%, so heating value of micro-emulsion fuel increases more than simple blended fuel i.e. (gasoline 85% + ethanol 15%), which results in more power and increases the brake thermal efficiency of the engine.

In Figure 8 there is the relation between brake thermal efficiency and Load. In the Figure 8, it can be seen that the brake thermal efficiency shows increasing trend for all the fuels, including micro-emulsion as an alternative fuel used in multi-cylinder SI engine. In the plot it can be easily seen that the brake thermal efficiency increases with increase in load, and is slightly more for gasoline 85%, ethanol 15%. This is because of 15% ethanol blend in gasoline increases the latent heat of vaporization of fuel resulting in a cooler fuel-air mixture compared to 100% Gasoline [26]. Since volumetric efficiency is the breathing capacity of the engine by which it actually takes the charge inside the combustion chamber. The more the charge goes inside the engine the more it increases the volumetric efficiency of the engine. So volumetric efficiency plays an important role in increasing the power of the engine, the more charge the more power, and micro-emulsion fuel is also efficient fuel, because of more volumetric efficiency.

In Figure 8 there is the relation between brake thermal efficiency and Load. In the Figure 8, it can be seen that the brake thermal efficiency shows increasing trend for all the fuels, including micro-emulsion as an alternative fuel used in multi-cylinder SI engine. In the plot it can be easily seen that the brake thermal efficiency increases with increase in load, and is slightly more for gasoline 85%, ethanol 15%. This is because of 15% ethanol blend in gasoline increases the latent heat of vaporization of fuel resulting in a cooler fuel-air mixture compared to 100% Gasoline [26]. Since volumetric efficiency is the breathing capacity of the engine by which it actually takes the charge inside the combustion chamber. The more the charge goes inside the engine the more it increases the volumetric efficiency of the engine. So volumetric efficiency plays an important role in increasing the power of the engine, the more charge the more power, and micro-emulsion fuel is also efficient fuel, because of more volumetric efficiency.
defined as the ratio of brake power and indicated power [27].
Almost all the fuel shows similar kind of trend i.e. increases
with increase in load proves to be efficient at higher loads. The
mechanical efficiency has direct relation with brake power,
since 100% gasoline has more power compared to simple
blended fuel and micro-emulsion, so it shows slightly more
mechanical efficiency than these fuels, and increases with
increase in load.

\[
\text{Mechanical efficiency} = \frac{\text{Brake power}}{\text{Indicated power}}
\]

Figure 9. Plot between Mechanical efficiency and Load

Figure 10. Plot between CO emissions and Engine Speed

In plot 10 there can be easily seen the variation of carbon
monoxide emission variations with varying speeds. For all the
compositions of blended fuel ethanol and micro emulsion
there is the variation in carbon monoxide emissions. At the
start of combustion and at lower loads the emissions are less
and increasing with increase in speed (rpm). For conventional
100% Gasoline as the fuel there is slightly increase in CO
emissions as compared to other blended fuels and micro
emulsion. This decrease in CO emissions for blended fuel
ethanol and micro emulsion is due to the less number of carbon
atoms in ethanol, and also the H\textsubscript{2}O molecule in micro emulsion
is also responsible for the decrease of emissions. At higher
speeds the fuel does not get sufficient air for its complete
combustion resulting in higher rate of carbon monoxide
emissions. As the engine speed increases the fuel does not
complete its cycle per revolution completely resulting in
incomplete combustion and increases the rate of CO emissions.
The H\textsubscript{2}O molecule present in the micro-emulsion increases the
oxygen availability in the fuel resulting in complete
combustion and reduced CO emissions.

Figure 11. Plot between HC emissions and Engine Speed

In the plot 11 the variation for hydro carbon emissions is
shown for conventional Gasoline 100%, Ethanol 15%,
Gasoline 85%, and micro emulsion composition. There is the
continuous decrease in HC emissions with increase in Engine
speed. In this plot there is the decreasing trend for all the
compositions of the fuel for hydro carbon emissions.

Hydro carbon emissions are formed more at lower speeds
due to incomplete combustion at the start of combustion. As
the speed increases the hydro carbon emissions also decreases
because of sufficient air for complete combustion of fuel. In
the plot above the micro emulsion fuel proves to be more
efficient in terms of HC exhaust emissions. Since micro-
emulsion fuel contains H\textsubscript{2}O molecule and ethanol as a blended
component which increases the oxygen concentration inside
the fuel resulting in complete combustion, which ultimately
reduces the level of hydro-carbon emissions [28].

Figure 12. Plot between Nox and Engine Speed
In the plot 12 there is the relation between NOx and Engine Speed. It can be seen that almost all the fuels are showing increasing trend for all the fuels. But micro emulsion composition is showing less emission as compared to blended 15% Ethanol with 85% Gasoline and 100% Gasoline. This increasing trend for the NOx emissions is due to the increase in temperature at higher speeds which is actually responsible for this increase in NOx emissions. The in build oxygen atoms in micro emulsions is responsible for decreasing the enthalpy of vaporization of fuel which finally reduces the temperature inside the combustion chamber, and decreases the NOx emissions as compared to 100% Gasoline as the fuel. The other reason for this decrease in NOX emissions at lower loads is that at lower loads the engine is not having higher temperature at the start of combustion because of less oxygen availability at lower loads, and the nitrogen molecule of the air does not get sufficient oxygen for the formation of NOx emissions which ultimately gives less NOx [29].

Table 2. Emission Standards of multi cylinder SI engine using gasoline, ethanol and micro emulsions at constant speed of 2000 rpm and at varying load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gasoline 100%(g/km)</th>
<th>Gasoline 85%, Ethanol 15%(g/km)</th>
<th>Gasoline 90%,Ethanol 8%,H2O 2%(g/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOX</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2 we have analysed the experiment of emissions from 3 cylinder SI engine using 100% gasoline, ethanol blends, and micro-emulsions. From the above table it can be easily seen that the emissions shows more reduction for micro emulsions used as an alternative fuel. These are the emission standards from multi-cylinder SI engine which were carried out at constant speed of 2000 rpm and at varying Loads and have met the standards of emission norms Euro 6.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Since the investigation was with 3-cylinder SI engine based Test rig in order to improve its performance and emission characteristics. This investigation leads to the following conclusion

- The conventional 100% Gasoline shows more power as compared to the blended ethanol fuel, and micro-emulsion used as an Alternative fuels.
- Although there was decrease in power for ethanol blended gasoline and micro-emulsion fuel, but emission decreased more for both fuels as compared to conventional gasoline fuel.
- Since micro-emulsion fuel contains H2O molecule in addition to simple blending, this increases the availability of oxygen in fuel resulting in complete combustion and reduces CO emissions.
- Micro-emulsion fuel also gives less HC and NOx emissions because of H2O molecule present in the fuel, which reduces the peak temperature of the combustion chamber and results in less formation of NOx emissions.
- The peak pressure obtained is highest for the 100% Gasoline fuel, as compared to 15% ethanol, 85% gasoline, and micro-emulsion compositions. This is due to the higher heating value of Gasoline.
- Since this research is mainly focussed on reducing the emissions from 3-cylinder SI engine as compared to 100% gasoline fuel. So the emission reduced by the use of micro-emulsion are more and it meets the standards of emission norms Barath stage 6 (Euro6).
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